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New Software Release GetPhase 2.4 & GetPhase Reader

The GetPhase software release 2.4 is available with new features, 
among them:  

• Help choosing objective according sample specs & requirements

• Help selecting highest/lowest point in GPE mode wizard

• Stitching capability (option) now integrated in the main page 

• New filters in post processing: Crop and Resample

• Improved software installation with Internet automatic update

• New histogram and profile views

Designed to serve as sales & marketing tool for our partners, a 
GetPhase Reader is now available for demonstrating GetPhase software 
ease-of-use and its measurement capabilities. 

With GetPhase Reader, your customers can load PhaseView projects
(pvf) and play with GetPhase basic functions including all 2D and 3D
views, analysis and measurements tools, data export and reports.

System Calibration Improvements For MicroPhase & SurPhase

Available with the GetPhase release 2.4, a new system calibration tool has been developed, bringing more 
flexibility and improving accuracy.

The new system calibration takes into account the overall magnification of the measurement systems (i.e. 
MicroPhase®, c-mount adaptor, objective magnification, etc.) more precisely. The procedure for the user has 
been simplified with better detection of the micrometer ticks, better tolerance to micrometer positioning (angle). 
This new version allows to export / import calibration data on / from disk.

Dear Partners,

Despite the harsh economic environment, we, at PhaseView, endeavor 
to continuously improve our existing systems and serve our business 
partners with innovative products.

PhaseView strives to be a part of their success by keeping high level of 
Research & Development, bringing competitive products on growing or 
emerging markets.

In this newsletter, you will discover the new GetPhase® and system 
calibration software release, the Digital Wavefront Cameras with
outstanding measurement capabilities in laser beam profiling and
optics characterization. 

PhaseView is also intensively engaged in R&D collaboration with 
academic research centers for exciting new applications in X-Ray and 
biomedical fields. On this newsletter a first glance on our future 
products...

Have a nice reading 

The PhaseView Team

AT THE FOREFRONT OF DIGITAL WAVEFRONT TECHNOLOGY
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Digital Wavefront Cameras with GetLase Software performs laser beam 
measurement according ISO standard for CW or pulsed lasers from UV to 
LWIR.

The smart all-in-one DWC beam profiler from PhaseView performs beam 
propagation analysis in one shot. Thanks to its capability to measure 
simultaneously intensity and phase data at ultra high resolution, beam 
shape and intensity distribution can be measured at any distance from its 
original location without moving parts unlike competition.

Users can proceed to necessary adjustments in real time by visualizing the 
beam along the z propagation axis. Graph of waist and 2D/3D intensity 
profiles can be easily extracted by selecting a z position with a slider.

As the key competitive advantage, users can now access all critical 
parameters for laser beam monitoring such as energy distribution, PSF, 
MTF, M², without having to purchase a set of measurement tools to 
achieve the same results.

All-In-One Laser Beam Profiling with DWC & GetLase

Digital Wavefront Cameras with GetWave software performs optics 
quality control measurements at ultra high resolution and high 
repeatability and reliability. These highly reliable systems can measure 
small optics such as aspherics, IR lenses, contact lenses or intra ocular 
lenses.

Compared to Shack-Hartmann sensors with around 30 x 30 measuring 
data points, DWC’s provide very detailed map with 500 x 500 points 
of the transmitted or reflected aberrations of the samples. Unlike 
interferometers, DWC’s are not vibration sensitive and can be used in 
production environment. Furthermore they involve considerably less 
complex equipment, hence offer a cost effective solution.

The GetWave software performs all the useful measurements for R&D,  
quality labs or production use such as Zernike representation and 
coefficients, best fit or residual from reference design. 

High Resolution Optics Quality Control with DWC & GetWave

PhaseView is committed with academic research centers for 
developing new products around its patented technology. 

The COX project (stands for Coherent X ray Diffraction) involves
several research labs such as Synchrotron “Soleil” aiming 
development of lensless imaging systems. The first commercial 
product, a software named “xPhase” will be launched in September 
for phase contrast imaging purpose, performing qualitative and 
quantitative X-Ray imaging for low absorption samples.

The second project “BioPhase” also scheduled for September, is 
conducted with life sciences research labs. BioPhase will be an add-
on device for any microscope to perform cellular imaging without
contrast agents (fluorescent markers). This imaging tool allows 
visualization and quantification (counting and volume measurements 
for instance) of cells with quantitative phase technique.

The first prototypes show very promising results and impressive 
reception by our partners. PhaseView will let you know further 
details in the next newsletter...

COMING SOON: “BIOPHASE” & “XPHASE”
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